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Much has been made of Darwin of late. The bicentenary of Charles Darwin's birth in 
2009, gave rise to celebrations of his legacy and a fresh examination of his theories on 
nature and evolution nurtured by his round the world odyssey. The word Darwin therefore 
resonates with the promise of discovery, with the sense of journeying to far away places 
and the close investigation of the natural world. It also, of course, speaks of the city named 
after him although not ever visited by him. Arriving in Darwin in the year of the bicentenary, 
Carole Wilson was keenly aware of both the literal and metaphorical associations of place, 
something that was aptly reinforced by commencing work at Charles Darwin University. 
This multilayered understanding of Darwin informs Wilson's work but she is also interested 
in how that translates to contemporary interpretations of travel and displacement and the 
processes of acclimatisation. For those people who travel great distances to reside in a 
new location the imperative to make the unfamiliar familiar has frequently been expressed 
through gardening. In reshaping the immediate environment around one's house, it is often 
the domestic, and by extension the feminised concerns, that reshape it into one's home. The 
notion of looking therefore into Mrs Darwin's garden means that Wilson asks the viewer to 
look into the detail or the minutia of the domesticated space whilst remaining aware of larger 
concerns of location and transposition. This particular garden is anchored by the shape of 
an urn, an item rich with associations, not the least of which is the fact that both Charles 
and Mrs Darwin, Emma Wedgwood, were descendants of Josiah Wedgwood, the founder 
of Wedgwood pottery. An urn of just this shape was made by the Wedgwood company and 
would have been one of many shipped to far off countries connecting the old world to the 
new and, in the case of the Australian colonies, symbolising the link with "home." 
Ballarat in Victoria, Wilson's former home, is a place in which those links to a colonial past 
are especially evident. Many civic buildings were designed according to the neo-classical 
tastes of nineteenth-century England and homeowners could similarly emulate their British 
counterparts by installing cast-iron urns and pots in their neatly ordered gardens. The legacy 
of those tastes is still palpable in Ballarat. To Wilson, both an artist and keen gardener, the 
move from a city in the south of the continent to one in the far north meant engaging with 
a new form of garden and a new set of physical challenges for the gardener. Ever alert 
to both the physical and the immaterial Wilson is conscious of the play of words at work 
here. Mr and Mrs Charles Darwin were of course of the Victorian age, the same period that 
shaped and indeed named colonial Victoria, and yet a person who is herself informed by 
that Victorian heritage finds that the conventions and expectations of a Victorian garden now 
have to give way to the tropical intensity and lushness of Darwin. 
Circulating around the urn, that carefully considered link to a classical and Victorian past, 
are the shapes and forms of the new environment. The leaves and plants of the north are 
created through a process of cutting and coalescing. Some bear the mark of embroidery, 
as stitches visible on the surface of the shape, trace the veins and tendrils of leaves 
while others are formed through collaged parts. Just as there is a point and counterpoint 
between the words Victoria and Darwin so too is there one on a material level wtiere 
leaves are formed by bringing together the positive with its negative complement. The 
circular patterning of the panel as a whole is evocative of the forces of nature such as the 
cyclonic winds that can wreak havoc in the tropical north yet it also mirrors the careful and 
considered arrangement of specimens that is essential to the scientific identification of new 
species of flora and fauna. 
What gave rise to this exploration of plants and gardens is, of course, travel and so it 
is fitting that maps are the very substance of Mrs Darwin's Garden. Wilson has worked 
with maps before: they were integral to the vision of Contained Worlds an exhibition 
in Melbourne in 2008 in which the settlement and economic expansion of Australia was 
viewed through a mosaic of maps. Here, in Mrs Darwin 's Garden, maps are also essential 
to the formation of the work, but here they are asked to frame a new set of responses to the 
specifics of place and engage with the process of ordering one's surroundings. 
Maps answer to a number of human needs. Those that mark the physical geography of place 
indicating the mountains, rivers, and deserts can seem timeless as they respond to the lay of 
the land that may not have changed in millennia. Just such forms are seen in the urn which 
is entirely in keeping with its role as a marker of the past. In the artistic process of choosing 
this particular map, Wilson has been led by the aesthetics of the sober colours and tones as 
appropriate for the body of the urn but whether it is through serendipity or the subconscious at 
work the map is of the area around Katherine, Darwin's neighbour in the north. Similarly, the 
political maps that chart the growth of cities and highways, in short the activity of man, have 
been used for the birds, that species of animal that adds colour and life to the land but is not 
in itself a permanent feature of the landscape. 
These works are delicately and finely made. The parts are evidence of the meticulous 
attention to the details of garden and garden life. Each component has then been carefully 
arranged to establish a dialogue between the parts themselves and the parts and the whole. 
That dialogue extends to the viewer who is asked to reflect on the very act of gathering, 
crafting, arranging, and mapping but is also invited to share in the rich complexity of 
influences, inferences and associations that resonate in Mrs Darwin's Garden. 
Dr Jennifer Jones-O'Neill 
University of Ballarat 
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Carole Wilson 
Carole Wilson was born in Canberra and completed undergraduate 
studies at both Canberra School of Art and Philip Institute of Technology 
in Melbourne. She then completed a Graduate Diploma in Education at 
the University of Ballarat in 1987 and Doctor of Philosophy in 2000. She 
is currently Lecturer in Studio Practice and Postgraduate Co-ordinator in 
Fine Arts in the School of Creative Arts and Humanities at Charles Darwin 
University. Carole has held twelve solo exhibitions and is regularly selected in 
juried shows including the recent 36th Alice Prize and the City of Hobart Art 
Award. Her work is held in the collections of the National Gallery of Australia, 
the Powerhouse Museum, State Library of Victoria and a number of regional 
Victorian galleries. Her posters are in museum collections in Finland, 
Moscow and Poland. 
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